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The Handwriting Distance (HWD) score is tailored for styled Handwrit-
ten Text Generation evaluation. In particular, it works in the feature 
space of a network specifically trained to extract handwriting style fea-
tures from variable-lenght input images and exploits a perceptual dis-
tance to compare the subtle geometric features of handwriting.

Overview
As argued by many publications, the FID exhibits a strong bias towards  
the number of samples. To assess the numerical stability of HWD, we 
consider the large single-author LAM dataset and compute the values 
of the HWD and FID on images from LAM against variably-sized subsets 
of images from different datasets including LAM itself. The results show 
that HWD gives consistent results even when computer on small sets of 
real and generatesi images.

Sensitivity to the Number of Samples

To assess the sensitivity to handwriting-related visual aspects, we com-
pare the FID and HWD between reference images and increasingly al-
tered ones, taken from the LAM dataset. In particular, the considered al-
terations entail shear, erosion, and dilation to simulate handwriting slant 
and strokes thickness.

The HWD exhibits a more linear and interpretable behavior with respect 
to increasingly-severe alterations.

Sensitivity to the Visual Appearance
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We analyze the four key components of our proposed scoring system: 
the backbone model, the pretraining dataset, the input image portion, 
and the distance metric. This analysis is conducted using the IAM data-
set, and the results highlight the importance of the backbone model, 
particularly VGG16 pretrained on Font2, in influencing the score's quality.

Ablation Analysis

We compare the HWD score against the FID score in the variant pro-
posed in [2], which is the common approach adopted in Styled HTG.

From the distribution of the HWD and FID scores when applied on 
same-author (green) or different-author (red) subsets emerges that 
with HWD It Is easier to separate same-author pairs from different-au-
thor ones.

Sensitivity to the Handwriting

The main idea behind distribution distance-based evaluation scores like 
the FID is to assess a generative model's performance based on its abili-
ty to produce images that align with the distribution of real ones. 

In the context of Styled HTG, which focuses on handwriting and subtle 
geometric characteristics, a score that evaluates perceptual aspects is 
deemed more appropriate than one based on feature distribution dis-
tance. Therefore, we employ the Euclidean distance between the aver-
aged feature vectors of the real and generated images in the style of the 
same writer:

For the images in the style of writer m, the HWD is given by:

Finally, the HWD on datasets containing images in the style of M differ-
ent authors is obtained as

Perception-Aware Feature Distance

HWD: A NOVEL EVALUATION SCORE FOR
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